Abstract. In this paper, we consider certain finite sums related to the "largest odd divisor", and we obtain, using simple ideas and recurrence relations, sharp upper and lower bounds for these sums.
Introduction
For a positive integer k, let α(k) be the largest odd divisor of k. So α is a very simple arithmetic function that can be defined using the recurrence relations :
α(2n − 1) = 2n − 1, and α(2n) = α(n).
(
In what follows we will study some properties related to several sums containing α. In particular, for a positive integer n, we will consider the following three sums :
Bounds for G(n) were proposed by Mihály Bencze in [1] and, as we will see in this paper, the proposed bounds there are not sharp. Also, questions concerning bounds for V (n) and U(n) can be found in several regional or national Mathematical Olympiad problems, see [2] and [3] for example. Now, let us fix some notation. For a nonnegative integer m, we will denote by I m the set of integers k satisfying 2 m ≤ k < 2 m+1 . As usual, the logarithm in base 2 will be denoted by lg, and the floor function will be denoted by ⌊·⌋. Clearly we have following the equivalence ⌊lg k⌋ = m ⇐⇒ k ∈ I m . Also, if a nonnegative integer n have the following binary representation n = m k=0 ε k 2 k , with ε k ∈ {0, 1} for every k, we write n = (ε m ε m−1 · · · ε 1 ε 0 ) 2 . We do not suppose that ε m = 1 but clearly we have n ∈ I m ⇐⇒ ε m = 1. Finally, if ε ∈ {0, 1} we will write ε to denote 1 − ε.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we gathered properties of V , in particular we prove in Theorem 2.6 that 2n
2 + 1 3n ≤ V (n) ≤ 2n(n + 2) 3(n + 1) .
In section 3, we find the properties of U, and particularly we find in Theorem 3.3 a precise version of the following inequality n 2 + 2 3 ≤ U(n) ≤ n 2 + 2n 3 .
In section 4, the properties of G are considered. We prove among other results that
where θ n = 1 9
⌊lg n⌋ + Round(2 ⌊lg n⌋ /3)2 −⌊lg n⌋ , where Round(·) is the nearest integer function.
Moreover, we prove that all these inequalities are sharp in the sense that equality holds infinitely many times in the upper and also in the lower bounds. We also characterize, in each case, the values of n where the equality sign holds.
Finally, we propose some problems that could be solved by the materials proposed in this article.
Properties of V
Our first result is about the recurrence relations satisfied by V , these relations are used to obtain sharp upper and lower bounds for V .
Proposition 2.1. The function V satisfies the following properties :
(a) For each positive integer n, we have V (2n) = n + 1 2 V (n) and V (2n + 1) = n + 1 + 1 2 V (n).
(b) For each positive integer n, we have 2n
Proof. Indeed, using the properties of α, we can write
and
So, we have proved the recurrence relations in (a).
Now, we will prove by induction on m the following property :
Since V (1) = 1 we see immediately that Q 1 is true. Let us suppose that Q m is true for some m ≥ 1, and consider n ∈ I m+1 . There are two cases :
• n = 2p for some p ∈ I m . Then , and
and by (a) this is equivalent to
.
• n = 2p + 1 for some p ∈ I m . Then , and
and, again by (a) this is equivalent to
We conclude that
for every n ∈ I m+1 . This achieves the proof of the induction step : Q m =⇒ Q m+1 , and completes the proof of Proposition 2.1.
The following corollary follows from Theorem 1. in [4] , and the fact that 
For example, choosing f (x) = x r+1 for some r ≥ −1 allows us to prove
, and for r = 0 we find that U(n) ∼ n 2 3
, but in Section 3 we will obtain far more interesting results about U. Also, letting f (x) = 1/(x + a) for some a > 0, yields
It is interesting to study how V (n) is distributed in the interval , to this end we define the function v for positive integers by
and we set v(0) = 0 for convenience. In the next proposition we find some results concerning the function v. 
In particular, the set {v(n) : n ≥ 1} is a dense subset of the interval [0,
Proof. Indeed, (a) follows immediately from the recurrence relations for V in Proposition 2.1.
So, using the recurrence relations in (a) we conclude that v n2
Multiplying both sides by 2 −p and adding the obtained relations as p varies from 0 to m we find that
which is the desired formula. This end the proof of (b) since the density statement is immediate.
On the other hand, adding the equalities in (6) for p ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m} we obtain
which is equivalent to (c). Using (b) we can write
which is the desired symmetry result (d).
The following corollaries are immediate consequences :
Corollary 2.4. For a positive integer n we have
Corollary 2.5. Let m be a nonnegative integer. Then for every n ∈ I m we have
where the lower bound is attained if and only if n = 2 m and the upper bound is attained if and only if n = 2 m+1 − 1.
Proof. Indeed, for n = (ε m · · · ε 1 ε 0 ) 2 ∈ I m , using Proposition 2.3(a), we have, The upper bound is a little bit trickier, consider n = (1ε m−1 · · · ε 1 ε 0 ) 2 ∈ I m and recall that n = (1ε m−1 · · · ε 1 ε 0 ) 2 . If n < 2 m+1 − 1 then there exists some j in {0, . . . , m − 1} such that ε j = 0 and consequently, using Proposition2.3(a) again, we find that
Hence, we have shown that 3nv( n) ≥ 2 − 2 −m for every n ∈ I m , with equality if and only if n = 2 m+1 − 1. But, using Proposition 2.3(d), we have v( n) = 2/3 − v(n), so, the above conclusion yields the desired upper bound, and characterizes the case of equality.
Remark. The upper bound obtained in Corollary 2.5 is sharper than the one that could be obtained directly from Proposition 2.3(b) which is (2 − 2 −m )/3.
Our final property for V is the following result :
Theorem 2.6. For every positive integer n we have
Moreover, the lower bound is attained if and only if n = 2 m for some nonnegative integer m, and the upper bound is attained if and only if n = 2 m+1 − 1 for some nonnegative integer m.
Proof. Consider n ∈ I m . Since n ≥ 2 m we conclude using Corollary 2.5 that
with equality in both inequalities if and only if n = 2 m . This proves the first inequality and the characterizes the case of equality there.
Let us come to the second inequality. Here we note that if n ∈ I m then n + 1 ≤ 2 m+1 , So, again, using Corollary 2.5 we have
with equality in both inequalities if and only if n = 2 m+1 − 1. This proves the second inequality and the characterizes the case of equality there.
The Properties of U
Let us start by considering the recurrence relation satisfied by the sum U defined by formula (3).
Proposition 3.1. For every nonnegative integer n we have
with the convention U(0) = 0.
Proof. Indeed, for a positive integer n we have
Clearly, the conclusion holds also for n = 0.
Before stating the main result concerning U, let us prove the following lemma :
Then we have 0 ≤ h(n) ≤ n − 1. Moreover, h(n) = 0 if and only if n = 2 m+1 − 1, and h(n) = n − 1 if and only if n = 2 m .
Proof. Clearly, we have h(2 m+1 − 1) = 0. Now, if (ε m · · · ε 0 ) 2 is the binary representation of some n ∈ I m satisfying n < 2 m+1 − 1 then there must be some j ∈ {0, . . . , m − 1} such that ε j = 0. In this case we have
So, we have proved the first inequality and characterized the case of equality in it.
On the other hand, we have
and for n ∈ I m we can write
Therefore, if n ∈ I m satisfies n > 2 m then h(n) < n − 1. This achieves the proof of the lemma. Now, we come to our main result concerning the sum U. Proof. For a nonnegative integer n we define u(n) by
Clearly, using Proposition 3.1, we have
We can express the above two formulas as follows
for every nonnegative integer n and every ε ∈ {0, 1}.
Adding these equations as p varies in {0, 1, . . . , m} we find that
where the last equality follows from the fact that ε p ε p = 0 for every p. Thus, we have shown that for n = (ε m · · · ε 1 ε 0 ) 2 ∈ I m the following holds
where h is the function defined in Lemma 3.2. Let us discuss the following two cases :
• n is even. In this case ε 0 = 0 and u(n) = 2 3 h(n/2). By Lemma 3.2 we conclude that
with equality in the first inequality if and only if n = 2(2 m − 1), and equality in the second inequality if and only if n = 2(2 m−1 ). This is equivalent to the desired conclusion and achieves the proof of part (a).
• n is odd. In this case ε 0 = 1 and u(n) = −
with equality in the first inequality if and only if n = 2(2 m − 1) + 1, and equality in the second inequality if and only if n = 2(2 m−1 ) + 1. This is equivalent to the desired conclusion and achieves the proof of part (b).
The proof of the theorem is complete.
The Properties of G
Now, we come to the function G defined in by the formula (4). We seek sharp bounds for the values of G(n)
where V is the function defined in (1). (b) For each positive integer n, we have
Proof. Clearly we have,
This proves (a). Now, we will prove by induction on m the following property : So R m is true for m = 1, 2, 3. Let us suppose that R m is true for some m ≥ 3, and consider n ∈ I m+1 .
There are two cases :
• n = 2p for some p ∈ I m . Then
by the induction hypothesis, and
by Proposition 2.1(b). Hence
where we used the fact that for m ≥ 3 we have n ≥ 8.
• n = 2p + 1 for some p ∈ I m . Then
, hence
for every n ∈ I m+1 . This achieves the proof of the induction step : R m =⇒ R m+1 for m ≥ 3, and completes the proof of (b).
It seems that the values of G(n) become closer and closer to the upper bound given in Proposition 4.1. In order to study this property, we consider the function g defined for nonnegative integers by
with the convention g(0) = 0. The following proposition gives some properties of g.
Proposition 4.2. (a) For each positive integer n, we have
where v is the function by the formula (5).
(c) For each positive integer n, we have 0 ≤ g(n) ≤ ⌊lg n⌋.
Proof. Indeed, using the recurrence relations for G, (see Proposition 4.1(a),) we can write
This proves (a).
Recalling that ⌊2 −p n⌋ = ε p + 2 ⌊2 −p−1 n⌋, we deduce from the recurrence relations in (a) that
Adding these equalities for p ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m} we find that
which is (b).
Finally, using Proposition 2.3 (b) we see that v takes its values in [0, 2/3], and consequently
which is (c). This completes the proof.
We have seen that n(n + 2)/3 is an upper bound for G(n). In the next corollary we will show that this upper bound is attained infinitely many times, more precisely we will prove the following :
Proof. By (9), we are looking for the set of positive integers n such that g(n) = 0. Now, we will introduce a symmetry property satisfied by g. 
Proof. Indeed, by Proposition 4.2(b) we have
Now, using Proposition 2.3(d) we see that, for every k ∈ {0, . . . , m − 1}, we have
Hence, with ε m = 1, we have
where we used Proposition 2.3(c). This ends the proof of (a). Now, consider a positive integer n and let m = ⌊lg n⌋. We have n ∈ I m , and n has the binary representation n = (1ε m−1 · · · ε 1 ε 0 ) 2 , with ε k ∈ {0, 1}. There are two cases:
• ε 0 = 0. In this case we have
and (a) is equivalent to g(n) = g(3 · 2 ⌊lg n⌋ − 2 − n) in this case.
• ε 0 = 1. Here, we consider also two cases : -For every k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m − 1}, ε k = 1. In this case we have n = 2 m+1 − 1 and 3 · 2 m − 2 − n = 2 m − 1, and we have seen that g(2 r − 1) = 0 for every r, so g(n) = g(3 · 2 ⌊lg n⌋ − 2 − n) in this case also.
-There exists k ∈ {1, . . . , m − 1}, such that ε k = 0. In this case we define j = min{k ∈ {1, . . . , m − 1}, ε k = 0} so that
with p = 2 m−j + j<k<m ε k 2 k−j , and
Now, using the fact that g(2p + 1) = g(p) repeatedly we see that g(p) = g(p2 j + 2 j − 1) for every j and p. Therefore, using part (a), we obtain
This completes the proof of Proposition 4.4.
In Proposition 4.1(b) we have proved that
but this inequality is not sharp for large values of n, since by Proposition 4.2(c) we have
Unfortunately, this inequality is again not sharp enough. Our next objective is to find a sharp inequality, where equality holds infinitely many times. To this end we will need some preliminary results.
For a nonnegative integer r we consider x r and y r defined by
, and y r = 2x r .
Clearly we have ⌊lg x r ⌋ = 2r − 1 and ⌊lg y r ⌋ = 2r for r > 0, and
Also, x r and y r can be defined by the recurrence relations :
These sequences of integers will play an important role in the sequal. v(x r ) we conclude that v(x r ) = 2 9 − 2 9 · 2 2r and v(y r ) = 1 9
Now, let us prove a technical result about g.
Lemma 4.5. For every nonnegative integers
Proof. Using the recurrence relations for g from Proposition 4.2(a) we deduce immediately the following "two-stage" recurrence relations, which are valid for every nonnegative integer n :
It follows that for nonnegative integers n and x we have g(8n + 8x + 4) = g(2n + 2x + 1) + 3 4 v(2n + 2x + 1)
applying this with n = 2 2k p and x = x k we find that
But, since y k < 2 2k+1 we conclude, using Proposition 2.3 and (12), that
, so we can rewrite (14) as follows
Adding these equalities as k varies from 0 to r − 1 for some r ≥ 1, we find that
which is also true for r = 0. This equivalent to
In particular, taking p = 0 we find
and we can reformulate (15) as follows :
Also, recalling that g(n) = g(2n) − v(2n) by Proposition 4.2 we conclude from (17) that
Replacing p by 2p, and using the recurrence relations from Proposition 4.2 and Proposition 2.3, we find that
Also, replacing p by 2p in (17) yields
Now, using (16) and (12) we get
Hence, from (20) and (18) with r replaced by r + 1 we obtain
Which is the first identity in the Lemma.
Similarly, since g(x r ) − g(y r ) = −v(y r ), we conclude from (17) and (19) that
Which is the second identity in the Lemma. This achieves the proof of the lemma.
The next corollary is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.5 and Corollary 2.4.
Corollary 4.6. For positive integers p and r, the following inequalities hold
Corollary 4.6 is the main tool for proving the following interesting theorem. 
Then for any positive integer n and any nonnegative integer m we have:
Proof. Clearly, Since g(2n + 1) = g(n) and g(2n) = g(n) + v(2n) we have
Also, in view of the recurrence relations in (13) we have
Therefore, the conclusion of the theorem is trivially true for m = 0, since x 0 = y 0 = 0 and x 1 = 2. Generally, since we have
and Suppose that the result is true for m − 1 for some m ≥ 1, then, using Corollary 4.6 we have
Hence, by (21), we conclude that
This implies, also using Corollary 4.6, that
And again, by (21), we find that
The desired conclusion for m follows from (22) and (23). This achieves the proof by induction.
In particular, choosing n = 1 and using Corollary 4.6, we see that
This is equivalent to
which can be expressed in a single formula as follows :
So, we have proved the following two corollaries :
Corollary 4.8. For every nonnegative integer m we have
Corollary 4.9. For every positive integer n we have
,
It is interesting to compare the upper bound of g(n) given in Proposition 4.2(c) with the one given in Corollary 4.9 which is asymptotically the best possible by Corollary 4.8.
Recall that the minimum of g on I m is 0 and that it is attained at a unique point t 
But what can one say about s ∈ I m knowing g(s) = λ m ? The answer is in the following result. Clearly s is even, since if s = 2s ′ + 1 for some s ′ ∈ I m−1 then, using Proposition 4.2(a), we have λ m = g(s) = g(s ′ ) ≤ λ m−1 which is absurd. So, let us consider the following two cases :
• s ≡ 2 mod 4. In this case we will prove that s = t ′(m) max . Indeed, suppose that this is not true. It means that s ≡ x 1 mod 2 2 and s ≡ x k 0 mod 2 2k 0 for k 0 = ⌊(m + 1)/2⌋, so let us consider r = max{k ≥ 1 : s ≡ x k mod 2 2k }.
Clearly r < ⌊(m + 1)/2⌋ (or equivalently m ≥ 2r + 1.) Moreover, by the definition of r we have s = x r + 2 2r s ′ with s ′ ≡ 2 mod 4 and s ′ ∈ I m−2r . There are two cases :
Either s ′ = 1 + 2p for some p ∈ I m−2r−1 , which is absurd since, according to Corollary 4.6, it leads to the following contradiction : λ m = g(s) = g(2 2r+1 p + 2 2r + x r ) < g(2 2r+1 p + y r ) ≤ λ m .
Or s ′ = 4p for some p ∈ I m−2r−2 , (this can happen only if m ≥ 4,) and this is also absurd since, according to Corollary 4.6, it leads to the following contradiction :
This proves that if s ≡ 2 mod 4 then s = t ′(m) max .
• s ≡ 0 mod 4. By Proposition 4.4, we have g(s) = g(s) = λ m with s ∈ I m and s ≡ 2 mod 4. Therefore, using the preceeding case we conclude thats = t Conclusion. In this work, we studied certain sums related to the "largest odd divisor" function and we obtained sharp bounds for these sums.
Problems. Here we give some supplementary problems that can be easily solved with the material presented in this article.
Problem 1: Let α be the function defined in (1) . Prove that for β > 0 we have, in the neighborhood of +∞,
What is the corresponding result when β = 0 ?
Problem 2: (Japan Mathematical Olympiad 1993) Let U be the function defined in (3) . Prove that there exists infinitely many positive integers n such that 3U(n) = 2(1 + 2 + · · · + n).
Problem 3: Let G be the function defined in (4) . Find all positive integers n satisfying G(n) > n 2 + 2n 3 − 1 4 .
